
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ：- 
  
- Experience High Speed Rail (one way), reduce 

the timing/tiring on the road. 
 

- Luhuitou Peak Park, telling a touching love story, 
condescending, Sanya city and harbor scenery. 

 
- 108m Nanshan Three Faced Guanyin Statue,  

a peaceful place for visitors to pray and worship for 
health & prosperity !           
 

- FengXiaoGang Movietown, Avenue of Stars, 
Movie Studios, Film shooting place, 1942 Buildings, 
Nanyang Street & so on, make visitors immersed in 
the atmosphere of China in the old republican time. 
 

- Delicacy cuisines & Seafood gourmet 

Hainan Four Dishes, Lobster & Abalone seafood, 
Nanshan Vegetarian…   
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DAY 01    KUALA LUMPUR – HAIKOU / FENG XIAO GANG MOVIETOWN / LINGSHUI          (MOB/L/D) 
Assemble at KLIA, depart for your pleasant flight to Haikou, the capital of Hainan Province. Meet and greet on arrival, coach 
transfer to visit:- 
Hainan Museum, is a comprehensive modern museum, which has three treasures of the town, belonging to the state-level 
precious cultural relics. Museum of a total of 10 large exhibition hall, sub-"Nan Ming lack Ge", "Outside the fiefs”, “between 
the immortal" three themes, more than 1,000 pieces of cultural relics.  
Feng Xiao Gang Movie Town is 1,400 acres of movie magic that include a variety of picturesque streets: 1942 street, built 
to resemble scenes from the Republican Era in Chongqing, with 91 buildings. There’s Nanyang Street, with 70 buildings, 
Traditional Beijing Street that replicates the 50s to 60s, and Church and Square, which resembles European cities.   
Proceed to Xinglong (or Lingshui) for overnight. 
 

DAY 02    XINGLONG (OR LINGSHUI )/ NANSHAN CULTURAL TOURISM ZONE / SANYA            (B/L/D) 
Nanshan Cultural Tourism Zone (Include Buggy as compulsory item), a demonstration site of the National Civilization 
Scenic Spot. The key feature of the zone is the three sided statue of Guan Yin Buddha. The bronze statue of Guan Yin 
Buddha stands 108 meters tall on a man-made island in the sea just off Nanshan. The main attractions include Nanshan 
Temple, Nanhai Guanyin Buddha Statue, Fuji Garden, Ten Party Tallinn and Guigyin Garden, Buddhist Cultural 
Exchange Center, and a vegetarian shopping street.  
Luhuitou Mountain Park (Include Buggy) is named after a beautiful and moving legend. A megalithic statue with a height 
of 12 meters, a length of 9 meters and a width of 4.9 meters was sculptured on the mountain. Standing on the hill overlooking 
the vast sea, overlooking the rolling hills, Sanya has a panoramic view and spectacular scenery. 
 

DAY 03    SANYA / LI & MIAO VILLAGE / XINGLONG ++ SPEED TRAIN ++ HAIKOU                    (B/L/--) 
Li and Miao Ethnic Villages is a fun and interactive way to get a real taste of the native cultures of Hainan. A guided tour 
and experience the local culture for a glimpse into the Miao heritage. Tattooed natives dressed in vibrant traditional attire 
greet you with a warm hospitality. Watch a live folk performance on bamboo sticks and witness a make-believe wedding 
ceremony while savoring tea and delicious specialties. 
Thereafter, coach transfer to Overseas Chinese Township – Xinglong, coach tour of city orientation and lunch. 
After lunch, board on the High Speed Rail (2nd class), experience the world’s fastest ride back to Haikou. 
At Haikou, we will bring you to the typical Qilou food street. It is an old town of Haikou, which retains the architectural 
style of the arcade, where you can enjoy the variety of Hainan snacks, seafood, Hainan meehoon, wenchang meehoon and all 
kinds of snacks (Dinner Exclude).  
(Important Note: High Speed Train ride itinerary is not applicable during 01 JAN – 01 MAR 2020, will replaced by coach) 
                                                    

DAY 04    HAIKOU – KUALA LUMPUR                                                                                              (B/MOB) 
After breakfast, transfer to Haikou Meilan Int’l Airport, bid farewell with Hainan Island. 
 
COMPULSORY ITEM (+RM200)：Nanshan Three Faced Goddness of Mercy Buddha + Buggy Ride.  
Suggest Optional Tour ：1. Sanya Bay Cruise Tour at night + free flow Beverages (RMB250/pax)         
                                      2. Sanya Songcheng Eternal Love Show (RMB320/pax) or Las Vegas Show (RMB280/pax)        
3 Shopping Stop: Charcoal(or Latex Product), Fish Oil Center (or Tea), Health & Wellness Center (or Jiuyi Art Museum) 
 
Local Gourmet  : Hainan 4 dishes, Lobster & Abalone Seafood, Nanshan Vegetarian, Hainan Flavor. 
Complimentary : Daily 01 bottle of Mineral Water.  

 
 

KUL/HAK  OD614  0820/1155  (D3) 
HAK/KUL  OD615  1305/1640  (D6) 

Group depart based on Min.10 adults, Tour Leader will be assigned for group 16  
adults and above. Meal Budget : RMB40/pax (based on round table of 10  persons) 
Group visa entitlement : (minimum 5 persons & above with tour arrangement)  

Include   : Airport Taxes, MOB, 20KG luggage allowance, Tipping for Local Guide & Driver, Group Visa 
Exclude : 01 Dinner, Travel Insurance, Single room suppliment, Trave l Bag, other personal expenses. 

- The order of itinerary is subject to the final discretion of local land operator, we reserve right to amend the itinerary due to the unforeseen circumstances without prior notice 
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